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National Portrait Gallery Launches Public Appeal to Raise
Funds for Major Transformation
First images of proposed designs by Jamie Fobert Architects are
unveiled as part of Make History Campaign

Proposed North Façade entrance and forecourt. Jamie Fobert Architects / image by Forbes Massie Studio.

Inspiring People: Transforming Our National Portrait Gallery
The National Portrait Gallery has revealed the first images of proposed designs by Jamie Fobert
Architects, working in partnership with Purcell, for the Gallery’s biggest ever development since the
building in St Martin’s Place, London opened in 1896. The designs were unveiled as the Gallery
launched Make History, a public appeal to raise funds for the £35.5 million project. Inspiring People
will see a significant refurbishment of the building, restoring historic features and creating a new and

more welcoming visitor entrance and public forecourt on the building’s North Façade, enhancing the
Gallery’s visibility and accessibility.
The re-development plans also include a complete re-display and re-interpretation of the Gallery’s
Collection across 40 refurbished galleries, presenting a greater and more diverse selection of
portraits; the return of the Gallery’s East Wing to public use as the new Weston Wing, including
restoring the original gallery spaces and the creation of new retail and catering facilities; and a new
Learning Centre for visitors of all ages with studios, breakout spaces and high quality practical
facilities.
In addition to the work at St Martin’s Place, Inspiring People will also see the Gallery’s most
extensive programme of activities nationwide with plans to engage audiences onsite, locally,
regionally and online. Activity includes a UK-wide schools programme for teaching history and art
through portraiture, new partnerships with museums and organisations throughout the country, and
a national skills-sharing collaboration with other museums and galleries.
The Gallery has launched the Make History fundraising campaign to help secure funds for the
project. Members of the public can support the appeal in several ways including helping to fund
new mosaics, which will form part of Jamie Fobert's design, or adopting one of 18 original stone
busts on the exterior of the building. The roundels feature the founders of the Gallery as well
as eminent portrait artists, biographical writers and historians including Hans Holbein the Younger,
Sir Anthony van Dyck and Sir Joshua Reynolds.
Proposed Designs

Cross Section through galleries, new entrance hall and forecourt. Jamie Fobert Architects.

New North Façade entrance and forecourt
The proposed new entrance and forecourt on the North Façade of the Gallery will allow a more
welcoming and generous entrance to the National Portrait Gallery, while also relieving the existing

congested visitor access at the main entrance. The eastern set of tripartate windows in the north
elevation will be altered to form three doorways leading to a new, more open entrance hall, which
links comfortably with the Gallery’s Ondaatje Wing Main Hall and will better connect the building.
The proposed forecourt is envisaged to be a civic space of the highest quality designed with both the
public and Gallery visitor in mind. Drawing on the history of the building, the forecourt floor design
features a contemporary interpretation of the ‘fan pattern,’ which runs through the Gallery’s original
mosaic floors, guiding the visitor through the proposed public space and into the Gallery and
creating continuity between the old and the new.
The proposal keeps the Gallery’s existing entrance operational, with new step free access, and less
congestion, allowing the building’s original Victorian architecture to be appreciated.
Complete re-display and re-interpretation of the Collection
The Inspiring People project provides the unique opportunity to rehang and re-interpret the entire
Collection as well as upgrade the gallery spaces, celebrating the existing architecture and decorative
features. Maintaining a chronological approach, the project will see the first comprehensive top-tobottom re-display of the Collection from the Tudors to now, displaying works that are relevant to a
wider range of audiences and presenting missing or hidden stories from significant moments in
British history. Set amongst the Gallery’s best-loved paintings will be more works drawn from the
Gallery’s extensive Collection of 250,000 photographs, ranging from 1840 to the present day.

The Weston Wing
The East Wing of the Gallery, part of the original 1896 building, will be re-opened to the public as the
new Weston Wing. This will include converting what is currently office space back into stunning toplit galleries on the First Floor. The Ground Floor level will be refurbished providing a flexible gallery
and social space with its own dedicated entrance at street level.
Learning Centre

Proposed Learning Centre. Jamie Fobert Architects.

Inspiring People will transform the quality of learning provision at the Gallery through the creation of
a much-improved Learning Centre. The new Learning Centre will increase the Gallery’s learning spaces

from one studio to three. Each studio will have specialist equipment and breakout spaces, offering a
better experience for schools, families, young people, community groups and adult learners.

The Gallery has now secured £27.4m of its £35.5m fundraising target. This includes the support of
the Heritage Lottery Fund who have awarded development funding of £900,000, which will enable
the Gallery to apply for a full National Lottery grant of £9.4m, and a £5 million grant from the
Trustees of the Garfield Weston Foundation towards the creation of a new public wing.
The Gallery aims to reach its target of £35.5m by Spring 2019 in order to complete the project by
2023. An application for planning and listed building consent was submitted in January 2019 and
building work is scheduled to start in summer 2020.
Quotes:
Dr Nicholas Cullinan, Director of the National Portrait Gallery said: “We hope that the public will
support our campaign to Make History and help us to transform their National Portrait Gallery.
Inspiring People will enable the Gallery to truly fulfil its unique role as the nation’s family album,
enabling us to display our Collection in new and innovative ways that will bring to life British history
and culture to the widest and most diverse audiences possible. The renewed building will allow us to
be more welcoming, engaging and accessible to all, with new and refurbished galleries for
exhibitions and the permanent Collection, as well as better quality learning facilities.”
Jamie Fobert of Jamie Fobert Architects said: “Ewan Christian’s original 1896 building is both
handsome and rich in decorative detail. Our work is one of revealing this building and working with it
to create a new, open and welcoming National Portrait Gallery. I am particularly happy to be able to
reconsider the public area to the north of the Gallery and transform it into a new public space for
London.”
Elizabeth Smith, Partner, Purcell said: “The Inspiring People proposals are based on design
confidence that has been accumulated through a rigorous understanding of the building’s history
and a sensitive approach to a wide range of contextual attributes. Purcell are delighted to have
contributed to this thorough understanding of the Gallery’s spatial order and its place in the city.
Through this Jamie Fobert Architects’ skilful set of proposals acknowledge the building’s past and
better prepare it for its future.”
For more information on the project and how to donate to the public appeal visit
npg.org.uk/inspiringpeople
For further Press information, please contact: Laura McKechan, Senior Communications Manager,
National Portrait Gallery Tel. 020 7321 6620 (not for publication) / Email lmckechan@npg.org.uk

Notes to Editors
Inspiring People: Transforming our National Portrait Gallery will also see the Gallery’s most extensive programme of
activities nationwide with plans to engage audiences onsite, locally, regionally and online. As well as extending activities for
schools, families, young people and students onsite, a nationwide schools programme will be underpinned by a large-scale
training programme for teachers and through targeted university partnerships with PGCE tutors. With this development

programme, the Gallery hopes to reach over 200,000 school children across the UK, and over 300,000 young people
including those not in education, employment or training.
New partnerships with museums and organisations throughout the country, will build on the Gallery’s national presence. In
Creative Connections the Gallery will work with museums in Coventry, Manchester, Southampton and Sheffield on a cocurated exhibition programme for young people which will result in a new artist commission and the display of up to 20
portraits from the Gallery’s Photographic Collection at each partner venue.
National Portrait Gallery, London
Founded in 1856, the aim of the National Portrait Gallery, London is ‘to promote through the medium of portraits the
appreciation and understanding of the men and women who have made and are making British history and culture, and ...
to promote the appreciation and understanding of portraiture in all media’. The Gallery holds the most extensive collection
of portraits in the world.
With over 1000 portraits on display across three floors, from Elizabeth I to David Beckham, the Gallery has something for
everyone. Artists featured range from Holbein to Hockney, and the Collection includes work across all media, from painting
and sculpture to photography and video. As well as the permanent displays, the Gallery has a diverse and ever-changing
programme of exhibitions and events that promote an understanding and appreciation of portraiture in all forms.
www.npg.org.uk @NPGLondon

Jamie Fobert Architects
Established in 1996, Jamie Fobert Architects has grown into a substantial architectural practice with an outstanding
reputation. The practice’s clients are diverse, from individual homeowners to major cultural organisations and
international retailers. Yet each project demonstrates a consistent approach to resolving client ambitions and site
complexities into a tactile architecture of volume, material and light. Recently completed projects include major extensions
to Kettle’s Yard House and Gallery in Cambridge and Tate St Ives in Cornwall, which in 2018 was shortlisted for the RIBA
Stirling Prize. www.jamiefobertarchitects.com
Purcell
Purcell is one of the world’s leading design practices with more than 70 years’ experience as architects, master planners
and heritage consultants operating across regions of the UK and Asia Pacific. The top 10 architectural practice (AJ100) has
provided expert consultancy and design services as architects, designers, heritage and specialist consultants on many of
the UK’s best-known buildings. In London alone, Purcell has worked on the restoration of Kensington Palace, Tower Bridge
and the National Maritime Museum. www.purcelluk.com ; @Purcelluk

Multidisciplinary design team
Heritage Architect, Purcell
M&E Engineer, Max Fordham
Structural Engineer, Price & Myers

Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF)
Thanks to National Lottery players, we invest money to help people across the UK explore, enjoy and protect the heritage
they care about - from the archaeology under our feet to the historic parks and buildings we love, from precious memories
and collections to rare wildlife. www.hlf.org.uk @heritagelottery. Follow us on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram and use
#HLFsupported and #NationalLottery.

National Portrait Gallery, St Martin’s Place WC2H 0HE, opening hours Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday: 10am – 6pm
(Gallery closure commences at 5.50pm) Late Opening: Thursday, Friday: 10am – 9pm (Gallery closure commences at 8.50pm) Nearest
Underground: Leicester Square/Charing Cross General information: 0207 306 0055 Recorded information: 020 7312 2463 Website
npg.org.uk

